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Comparison of DFT versus MD results on the stress-strain response Figure S1 . Comparison of our DFT versus MD results to obtain the stress-strain plot of a (6,6) BNNT. (S1)
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S2 Elastic Constant Tensors of PBN_I to PBN_IV
(S2) (S3)(S4)
S3 Effective versus Equivalent Elastic moduli of PBN
In view of the relative in-plane symmetry of the PBNs (see Figure 3 in the main manuscript) and small off-diagonal terms in equation (S1-S4), we can approximate the elastic constants tensor of a PBN with that of an orthotropic material
Then, the orthogonal shear moduli of PBN can be obtained from
Here, the !" , !" and !" refer to !" , !" and !" , respectively. Figure S2 shows two sets of elastic moduli calculated based on effective and equivalent areas of PBN_I to PBN_IV.
S5
Figure S2. a) Effective Young's moduli and shear moduli of four PBN structures in GPa. The total gross cross-section of the unit-cell is used to calculate the effective moduli. b) Equivalent Young's moduli and shear moduli of four PBN structures in GPa. The atomic area is used to calculate the equivalent moduli. In a) and b) the bars visually show the differences in elastic moduli of PBN_I to PBN_IV.
S6 Figure S3 shows the results of specific elastic moduli that are calculated by diving the elastic moduli in Figure S2 by the apparent density of the structures Figure S3 . a) Specific effective Young's moduli and specific shear moduli (effective moduli divided by apparent density) of four PBN structures in GPa. The total gross cross-section of the unit-cell is used to calculate the effective moduli. b) Specific equivalent Young's moduli and specific shear moduli (equivalent moduli divided by apparent density) of four PBN structures in GPa. The atomic area is used to calculate the equivalent moduli. In a) and b) the bars visually show the differences in specific elastic moduli of PBN_I to PBN_IV. Figure S4 shows a schematic picture of a BN sheet with an idealized circular hole under tensile load in X and Y directions. The triangular-shape junction and three octagons of PBN are also schematically superimposed in this Figure. In each X and Y direction, the locations of minimum and maximum stress points are marked by C max and C min using basic mechanics of materials. 2 From Figure S4 , it is observed that when the tensile load is along the Y-direction (Zigzag), one out of three octagons coincides with the best possible position to bear the minimum stress (C min ).
S7
S4 Relation Between the Location of Octagon Rings and Stress concentration Points
However, when the applied load in in the X (armchair) direction, the same octagon is exactly coincided with the stress concentration points (C max ) to sustain maximum stress. The other two octagons bear somewhat similar stresses regardless of the direction of applied load. Figure S4 . Schematic picture of stress concentration points in a typical PBN junction. The black squares represent the locations of maximum and minimum stresses in an idealized circular hole under tensile loads. 2 The small red circles denote the location of three octagons of PBN, which are superimposed to the circular hole. a) When the tensile load is along the Y-direction, one out of three octagons coincides with the best possible position to bear minimum stress, C min . b) When the tensile load is along the X-direction, the same octagon in (a) bear maximum stress, C max . The other two octagons bear somewhat similar stresses regardless of the direction of applied load. 
